Improving Data Transparency

Rhode Island Healthcare Cost Trends Project

A high-performing healthcare system must routinely assess the cost and quality of the care that patients receive and have robust, transparent data to support continual improvement. In the U.S., a lack of comprehensive, comparable data has created major gaps in our understanding of the price, utilization and quality of healthcare. After decades of sharply increasing costs, patients now pay significantly more for care and get considerably less from it than peers throughout the industrialized world.

In 2018, the Center launched the Rhode Island Healthcare Cost Trends Project with the State of Rhode Island and Brown University. The objective of this project was to analyze spending data to improve healthcare performance and provide assistance in setting a total healthcare cost growth target for Rhode Island. This collaboration established the groundwork for public reporting of state-wide healthcare spending and performance by engaging a Steering Committee of 17 stakeholders, including payers, providers, employers and community representatives, led by state and industry leaders.

Thanks to a strong collaboration from the Rhode Island healthcare community, the Steering Committee worked through the technical challenges of establishing a target for healthcare cost growth, assessing drivers of cost and identifying opportunities to lower cost of care growth. A notable outcome of the work was that Rhode Island Governor Gina Raimondo issued an Executive Order in early 2019 directing state staff to support the compact signed by stakeholders and the execution of the healthcare cost growth trend analysis. The order endorsed and memorialized the stakeholders’ commitment to achieve the target.

Through this work, our key learning was that active engagement in data and methodology enhances stakeholder trust and accountability for healthcare spend and performance. Healthcare decisions are made locally, so you must apply transparency in data analytics and its insights at a local level. Application of this information to purchaser and provider decisions requires a common understanding and goal among key stakeholders. It also requires trust in the insights that are generated and accountability for the results of the data. Trust and accountability are built not solely through goal alignment, but also through engaging key stakeholders in the development of methodological approaches and open assessment of data outputs.

In Rhode Island’s 2018 compact, all 17 members of the Steering Committee confidently took accountability for the proposed healthcare cost growth target and analytic approach to setting and monitoring the identified target. Methodological alignment and trust helped create data expansion and aggregation to progress relatively seamlessly.

Phase II of the project, which is currently underway, is focused on leveraging analytics and reporting to drive action on healthcare cost growth and performance in the state. The goal of this on-going cost trend work is to use actionable data insights, analytic tools, state authority and stakeholder engagement to drive meaningful reductions in healthcare spending growth in Rhode Island.

Peterson Center on Healthcare Expands Partnership with Rhode Island and Brown University on Data-Driven Healthcare Transparency

The innovative project builds on the success of state-level collaboration aimed at curbing rising healthcare costs and improving delivery.

Rhode Island Healthcare Cost Trends Project Unites Providers, Payers, Policymakers, and Consumers Around Shared Vision for Improving Healthcare Performance

Funded by the Peterson Center on Healthcare, this unique collaboration serves as a model for data-driven healthcare cost trend analysis.

Peterson Center on Healthcare Partners with Rhode Island and Brown University on Innovative Healthcare Data Transparency Initiative
The State of Rhode Island and Brown University will study healthcare cost trends in order to improve how care is delivered throughout the state.

Overview: The Rhode Island Healthcare Cost Trends Project
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